MAN IN THE CONSCIOUS
EXISTENCE OF A
TANGIBLE OBVIOUSNESS
eories regarding elements that form a human in the way of thinking, interacting and its understanding about the world it lives in are many. Research that
focuses on the aspect of a person's growth speaks about the history of environment, up-bringing and the social life as major influences. Relating to the
aspect of growth and environmental influence; if a person gets the chance for
personal growth in a space that upholds somewhat suﬃcient living conditions
then there's also a fundamental ground for thought. If the area of growth also
allows free will, or autonomy, then room is created for thought. If the person
has a consciously active mind then it has the means to exercise free will.
ought through autonomy leads to questions that results in an understanding
relating to the person's current path as well as a perception of the person's Fall.
is perception will eventually grant the person the means to grasp an understanding behind the individual mind, collective mind and the material mind.
Fall in the material modern world consists of a number of disturbing
elements that divert the use of the conscious now to other mundane non-selfserving activities that only serve others. e laws of society use these activities
as necessities, plaster them onto the visible consciousness. Physical labor or
work is one grand example. e concept of labor has of course been a part of
mankind since its birth, yet in modern times it has changed from self-serving
into the true meaning of exploit. When work is performed for the sake of the
person its function can be a form of relief, a moment of pause from the activity
of the mind to becoming a helpful tool. Yet, when excessively performed by
choice in modern times, in the context of modern employment as a person's
main emphasis in life, then the individual mind is lost. e mind is turned
numb and has become a useless tool. Using work as a conscious choice for the
sake of having something to do is the same as death for the individual mind.
For a person in this state, when being confronted with thoughts outside the
material space, the feeling could either be unsettling and disturbing for the
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person, or a reaction of complete ignorance, the person will have no understanding and has no means to even grasp the subject of discussion. It's diversion
glorified when work is used as a veil for the mind; the absolute misuse of the
conscious now. Being a slave to the material is being part of society's needs
and a part of the idea of conformity into the collective mind.
Man is by nature a part of the perpetual cycle in every aspect, living
alongside earth's rotation to adjust the way of life as a symbiotic slave, as a vessel of time. Life is experienced as several beginnings and ends. From the diﬀerent seasonal celebrations, through traditional occasions, to ceremonies or
work-related chores with ties to a certain time of the year, they are all part of
typical things that form a human being. A being of recognition, safety, to have
something tangible that explains their existence in an easily understandable
way, becomes a reason to exist, to always have something to look forward to.
e understanding of tradition or continuous repetition as a part of a collective
rite is also part of the collective mind, a sickness that weak minds occupy their
time with.

Idolization
e survival instinct has always been the biggest blockade and weakness in the
individual evolution and the mind. Another one is the concept of idolization.
On one side is the hurdle of idolization within the masses, the other side is the
one being targeted as the idol who's conducting false attempts of exploiting its
position. Attempting to raise yourself to a godlike status among mortal beings
is not any kind of guarantee that would relieve you from your mortal burden.
e eyes and convictions of other mortals are not going to elevate anyone beyond any mortal bonds.
Leaders and kings throughout human history have erected statues of
themselves. ey were built either by the will of others, or more oen by force,
for the purpose of idolization. e idea was to create a sense of the supreme,
the godlike, to show the world who the top mortal was, and for the people to
identify and to know who to worship. e bigger the idol is the more of an effect it creates, the more important the idol becomes for the masses. e immenseness takes away the individual presence for many, it easily creates the
feeling of futility before the grand. It's what the mirage of the material can do
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to the mind to show that a single person is nothing compared to something monumental in this existence, in that context. e Man versus God perspective is
introduced. Material idolization is an eﬀective way of controlling humans. It
brings the psychological aspect of identifying something bigger and greater than
themselves. By making it visual creates a repeating reminder of that same aspect.
When being exposed to that same reminder continuously, where there's nothing
to support a contrary idea, it eventually becomes fact for the observer.

Tellusian science
Man, as a curious being of intellectual potential, has throughout history proved
itself to be foolish even as it has tried to achieve an understanding about its
surroundings. e reason for this foolishness has had to do with the seemingly
insignificant phenomenon that is the interaction between humans. Generally
speaking Man has always kept itself, along with the tangible, as the incipience
in relation to any interpretation of matters previously unknown, always dealing
in absolutes and obvious boundaries for reasoning. When looking back at any
point in human history there's always been some person or persons being considered of high regard or great influence from a collective group, that has had
a hand in the halt of scientific thought and its development in any given field.
It's been achieved by this person being present and uttering its narrow minded
ideas for public consideration. eories landing outside of their periphery of
understanding would be answered through absolute dismissal. Like any social
structure with a material mind taking up space, this person would normally
have a gullible group of collective minds for its support, chuckling in the background, only strengthening the dismissal. Where doubt is a part of the social
the ideas of many are accepted without the reflection about the initial theory.
Fear is the driving force everywhere, even inside an intellectual context, it's the
fear of being judged in the eyes of others that clouds a person's own judgment.
e conscious now for every man who's aﬀected by the collective becomes easier to handle when agreeing to the ideas of the collective mind.
What has characterized these naysayers and other small-minded people has been the strive to finding answers to everything by the means of explaining a reality through the context of the physical, or a person's perceptive
abilities of the physical reality. An answer that is understood or accepted in the
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tangible is answered through the premises of the material. A practical sign of
proof or explanation, a physical demonstration applies, anything that can be
perceived with the help of the senses is then on a level of gaining validity. Materially based science that explains everything from a looking glass holding
earth as the center of the universe, speaking by the geocentric model of Tellusian science. When the answer is in clear view on the table, it's time to move
on to bigger matters.

Accepted isolated apathy
Humans are basically parasites. No matter at what level you look at it, a human
has the instinct of using a resource for its own benefit until it runs out. In other
words, fulfilling the need of a human oen harms someone or something else
in return (this particular behavior is a part of both the collective and the individual mind; more on this on the Daút Kaur'I Sievál, Seclusion chapter).
Some humans have the need to control other humans. Money for some creates
'devils' in the confinements of a material world. e more money a person has,
the more goal oriented it becomes of getting more of it. e word greed would
be the modern day equivalence for plague. e Western world capitalist society
has always been governed by the ones of power through money. e ones, a
majority being the people within major corporations that have been allowed
by government politicians to control a general population through product
placement, billboards and TV-commercials. ey tell people where to place
their next purchase. No ground breaking information thus far, for many this
comes as common knowledge. “Sadly”, a big chunk of the mass in the Western
world society is nowadays ruled by commercialism and material thinking. e
secular new age person has relieved itself from an outdated and ancient bond
that was religion, yet it has replaced religion with something else. Modern technology inside the household is one of the replacements. Ground thought: it's
supposed to ease the everyday life for people, it's proposed use being to enhance life as an augmented reality. What it actually does is that it encapsulates
the individual and its mind to becoming the perfectly controlled vessel, where
the mind is distracted and the body “shrinks into its chrysalis”, completing the
devolution. Most people want to be told what to think, what to wear and eat
and so forth because the majority of humanity is weak and disoriented, it craves
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for control. e general population is also growing dumber thanks to the continuous control of the powerful Man while apathy as the big epidemic is spreading throughout the planet. e state of the disease could be called 'accepted
isolated apathy' where the person is cornered into fatalism. People surround
themselves with objects and live in their bubble of isolation that is their living
space while their lives pass them by without them realizing it. e subject of
“the controlled Man” has been covered in a number of books, films and documentaries in the past so the information should have reached most in one way
or the other. e phenomenon of control is of course not unique to modern
times, slavery and control of people has always been a part of humankind
throughout history.

e controlled Man inherits information
As established, the influence of Western world society has reached most of the
highly populated areas on this globe. What I'm describing now is beyond the
marketing of physical store products that's been going on forever. is is about
selling the way of life to every corner, of spreading the new form of plague on
every level into the modern person's conscience. It's about selling the new product of grand distraction, the best suited product for the mind.
e accessibility of information that exists in this tangible obviousness
has become the real issue for the evolution of the mind. e innate sense of
achieving more than others, the strive that tells a person that hard work will
create an advantage, the response that constitutes an identity for an individual,
is being disrupted. is is one of several factors that play a part in aﬀecting this
phenomenon, that is the loss of the individual. e notion of this accessibility
has been one of the key factors that's created the general sloth in humans. It's
obviously been going on for several decades yet the eﬀects of it have become
more and more apparent over time because of the ever exploding increase of
information thanks to technology, that's also nourished the spreading of misinformation and disinformation. When you are faced with the fact that everything you wish to know about is just a few clicks away, without having had to
make the eﬀort of traditional research (discovering and comparing information
by the use of literature and other parallel sources to calculate relevant connections
leading to conclusions and valid results) to attain the information, psychologi-
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cally the realization of this idea sparks a mentally counterproductive reaction
for many, most without being aware of it. It's as if the hunt for knowledge has
been leveled to equilibrium, where everyone everywhere has been given a
shortcut to knowledge about everything. Of course, it doesn't mean that people
who aren't interested in a certain subject by automation are going to be injected
with the specific information, but the aura that's been created by “leveling the
playing field” is what creates the concern. Information has become a part of
everyone's possession, owned without the eﬀort of reaching for it. e reaction
disrupts the inner competitive strive for knowledge that resides in most humans, and instead it allows the creation of the apathetic being that loses the
competitive edge and the hunger in the search for more. A mental barrier of
sorts has been created. Accessibility has also created the risks of misusing any
kind of information, which is also of concern. People that haven't grasped the
complete picture behind a specific piece of information are given the chance
of posting other parallel texts in relation to the original information that can
be misleading, if it's shared and spread further without being corrected through
critical review. e result can have a watering down eﬀect to the original information when being connected or associated to the new unrevised text.
e word information that once was tightly connected to other words
like knowledge, intelligence and fact has since long become something questionable and vague, the word has lost its validity and the power it once had.
e psychological knot: e conduct of real research from an individual becomes insipid and pointless when the collective base field of information is introduced for all to find, for all to tamper with through endless editing,
for all to have an opinion about. is “collective awareness” leads unaware people to where they don't belong, where they become a danger. e risk to eventually forming a description to an initially correct piece of information is
turned into an accepted yet untrue description, through alteration and collective acceptance.
e many that this notion aﬀects are prone to becoming a part of the
controlled Man.
is is where the active control comes in, where it's initiated. e person has been placed where the collective unit wants it to be. A person that once
was someone that worked for the gathering of information has now turned into
a passive vessel that settles into receiving, it's being fed the information instead.
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Going back in history, the agenda has always been the very same for
any social structure. e only thing that's changed are the means and methods
of achieving slavery. One needs to remember that this world has, is and always
will be working against the individual and the individual mind. e goal for
this social weapon against the true individual is to achieve a balance that results
in the grand receptive mind, where everyone is controlled.
Intelligence in a population is considered dangerous since it deviates
from the precious principles of the money making elite. ings you're unable
to control might pose a threat. is world's primary intent is to gather everyone
through a form of cleansing, by washing away the intellect, filtering it, as if to
funneling all into mediocrity, to lowering the mass to the same mental level. It
will have the obvious eﬀect of decreasing the risks of future surprises that
would have the potential of disrupting the holy collective balance.
Every apparently negative initiative, taken by any government, that's
going to have a seemingly harmful eﬀect on the aﬀected people, oen brings
an attempt of a balancing message by a proposed counter measure posed as
positive. is example is a method that's been used throughout human history.
Any said positive measure is nothing that people really need yet are told to
need. e general crowd accepts this new situation believing it's best for them,
although the new situation only benefits the messenger. It's as if the power of
wishing for something good to come their way clouds any form of reasoning.
is new situation is anything but positive for the oblivious controlled Man.
Compare it to being told to take medicine that's actually poison. Here the controlled Man is relying on hope, when being served it gladly swallows without
question carrying a smile on its face.
e psychology in control is to end every proposition with a positive
spin, to leave people with a positive feeling even if it ruins them.
Information society has narrowed down the distance between intelligence and idiocy. Idiots are given space, and are encouraged, to question everything in any field through this collective means of digital platform that is social
media, the place where modern Man resides. ey know that there will be several other social media morons along to support the questioning, and through
them, will they form an own accepted answer by numbers, they will form their
own reality based from these answers.
What this way of life forms is a minority counterpart of passive inte-
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llectual creators and a majority of active idiots, the latter are allowed to play in
a field where they once were unwelcome.
A social structure where social interaction through technology has
so much influence in the way information is interpreted is a betrayal to Mankind and its history of strong individuals.
Where corruption shows its true face, in every line through a society's
funnel is allowing this absurd physical reality to exist. It's counterproductive
for the individual. To reward stupidity and to punish intelligence, in a world
where the intelligent are made to endure.

A contemporary take on how information is processed by the controlled Man
Once a new piece of information has reached a person within the social media
sphere, psychologically there's something in the brain that is telling the person
to hold on to that first information and treat it as fact.
By sharing the information to others inside a collective group who
share the same views, the information becomes easier for everyone to accept
thanks to the source of the sender. As the information is shared within the
group it grows stronger, it becomes a conviction.
Later, another diﬀerent version about this same new information is
posted publicly. is new version states that the previous piece of information
is false, it has been scientifically proven. e controlled group that has formed
its own truth from the first information, has no use for this new scientific study.
People tend to stick to the first, defend it by instinct and dismiss the second
without really grasping and processing the new information.
People believe what they want to believe in. ey are selective in
everything. Even information, whether it's fact or not, is chosen. It's the nature
of the information that determines its importance. Whatever information that
suits the best is going to be their choice. is is mankind as the empty shell it
has become, that now only responds to commands.
You could make a comparison to an animal that's living in the vast
wilderness, free to explore everything that nature has to oﬀer. When time passes it discovers that parts of the nature it's grown to call home have disappeared
and now fences are surrounding the still existing areas of wilderness. Later the
living space is more and more decimated in size and eventually there's nothing
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more to explore, no more room for it to exist in, so it becomes caged. Everything it will know from this point on is what's being fed to it from outside of
its cage. e mental cage that a person experiences when being cornered is
what a fear based society wants to exploit. is virus, the mass produced global
numbness of the mind is where society wants everyone to be. To be able to predict every person's next move is ideal in a world where everything is about
control through the use of money connected to power.

Controlled Emotions
In this modern westernized bubble of a life, there is no room for evaluation
and no time to feel any kind of emotion besides manufactured positivism.
e worst fear of this world is the fear of natural emotion. Every form
of visual outlet that you encounter in your everyday life is going to do its best
to elude you from it. Experiencing grief, depression or melancholy was once
described as a sickness of the mind. Unoﬃcially it still is. e danger of being
exposed to something diﬀerent, anything unrelated to the mainstream, that
would risk leading a person to dark and unhappy thoughts does not apply to
a normal majority of humans in a modern society, it just doesn't sit well for
the collective eye. A deviation might become a risk to the majority of the controlled population, a person could become unpredictable. at is why everything in the social media life is associated to the positive in superlative, the
creation of happiness out of nothing. e meaningless and futile attempts to
digital celebration. is, just to avoid the risk of someone actually using their
mind for anything else than to wasting their life on controlled emotions.
Measuring success inside the collective is always tied to how well one
is doing at collecting expensive items or anything that can be measured by the
amount of money you spend or own. Since you're a part of the temporary,
money has no importance. All what this material chase has accomplished is to
sway you away from the eternal work and robbed you of time to owning your
mind.
Success and progress inside the pursuit of an individual is a cause to
celebration, not some man-made excuse to a perpetual cycle of collective ignorance. A mind is to break beyond these ideas and thoughts of comfort; Manmade band-aids and blinders are there to shield a person from existential
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thoughts and any kind of realization about an individual. ey are all part of
the foundation that creates fear-based societies.
e majority of waste inside this mainstream bubble, dancing the Soul
Curse, will react to their defense: ”Why bother being melancholic when you can
be happy?” e question is equivalent to asking why you should be using your
mind when you have a chance of staying stupid. Instead of thinking your way
out of the problem that is your life, you're being distracted mentally to accept
your life while being inside the problem and becoming another. It's not about
becoming a vessel for unhappiness. It's about awareness.

e Still life example
Here's an example describing diﬀerent layers of the conscious acceptance. It's
to show how people interpret the world in relation to self image and the conscious mental priorities they've created for themselves:
If one was to ask a group of people to analyze what they see in a still
life painting, the answers would vary to some extent. e picture would mainly
depict brightly colored fruit in the foreground, a basket and a bowl in the background, placed on a table.
e majority would see the picture for ”what it is” so the reply would
be - fruit, a basket and a bowl on a table.
Some would announce the obvious, but also notice that the placement
of the basket and the bowl in the background to be slightly askew, since not
being upright, both items seem to have fallen in to place.
e fraction of a small group would actually study the painting and
react to the fact that parts of the fruit is rotten, and eventually notice, that far
in the background under the table, a part of a foot is barely visible against the
dark background.
e short summary or conclusion one could draw aer having studied
the piece and seen these elements is that there's a story behind it. What's obvious, or what's being suggested to the observer, is that the person on the floor
died while carrying the basket of fruit. Aer the dropping of the basket, which
landed on the table, the person then fell to the floor. e rotten fruit suggests
that a longer period of time has elapsed since the occurrence of death.
To be able to somewhat understand the complete idea behind the
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piece, besides the general memento mori, one would need to know some background information. For starters, the information about who the painter was,
when and where the painting was created are relevant to getting what expression the work is trying to accomplish. Allowing your mind to wander further
outside a ”comfort sphere” of what's obvious and known to you creates interest
and raises questions. In this case, for the majority, there is no process of thought
when seeing the picture, there are no relevant questions raised due to inability.
is is to give a crass example used as a parallel point that connects
perception-analysis and contemplation-analysis. It's how diﬀerent people handle their reality by the means of visual understanding that connects to a fitting
response from a process of thought. It's about what they want to see and where
the limits of their acceptance in comprehension lie.
e comfort sphere, both mental and physical, is apparent with humans. ey've built a foundation of understanding that they rely on in their
every day lives, just to maintain the sphere where they feel comfortable and
safe. ey expect to see certain elements during a day that go accordingly to
their world view, simultaneously they also expect unfamiliar elements to be
excluded.
e still life example can be applied to pretty much everything that
involves humans. It directly distinguishes the point of development that a mind
has achieved thus far during Fall.
Of course, fitting the bigger picture it's a reflection of where mankind
stands. e majority is a part of the instant entertainment category, the fastfood generation where values are placed upon the absolute obvious that catches
the eye before moving on to the next new distraction, the home where idiocy
in denial is propagated and lived to the fullest.

Summary: e incapable Man
Many or most of those, who have the means of grasping the power of the intellect on the individual level, still turn their backs to it. ese people are the
biggest fools on the planet. ese humans know of their capabilities yet choose
to ignore it, just to live their brief existences inside the flock, to embrace the
common reality of every man, the breath of fear. As time passes by their po-
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tential becomes caved because their weak selves, and since this weakness is
given the space to grow it evolves strong enough to prevent them from turning
away from it, they eventually cannot breach the collective bubble. is reality
becomes their forming trait of inability to act through their own will.
History is a testament of where Mankind stands today. With everything that has happened in human history, all the documented evidence of past
failures, you would think that humans in general would have picked up from
past mistakes. is will never happen though. Human history only serves humanity by perpetuating itself, not as warnings to act diﬀerently for future occurrences. It is as if the world experiences continuous cycles of psychic
meltdowns just before a new beginning of collective acceptance sees another
dawn. Nowadays, just as before, the tendencies show that the manipulated mass
is steadily increasing instead of decreasing, only proving that humans are
meant to be lead like cattle until the bitter end. All lessons unlearned. People
are people, that's the problem.
Continuous rebirths of shards that are cursed, lost entities in the cycle
of Sekriil O'Suun, harbor the core issues that now show the true face of this
race and where it's heading. All the returning cursed shards bring forth all the
prior mistakes and fuel an even greater bitterness and hatred for the future.
History's chain of past breaths of forsaken individuals is le behind to be cleaned up by already cursed men. Every past mistake is visible in the soil, even
though it's buried in the deep, the material proof will still be there to be dug
up. What has been le in the material is a part of the material. A memory that
will not fade, merely a scar is created for the coming generations to endure.
e whole pattern is then re-taught and relived, so that we keep worsening the
premises for everything new that comes into the material world.
For all the brave souls who see this world with new eyes and optimism, who only see potential inside the collective space, who live with the
drive, initiative and vision to rebuilding for improvement, history is always
being carried on their shoulders as a reminder of where everything is heading.
Sooner or later it's all coming down. It's a repeating Sisophos eﬀect until the
end of mankind. When the foundation is cursed there is nothing valuable to
learn since everything in our path is going to be destroyed again and again.
Ignorance deriving from several elements within the collective mind
generates irresponsibility. Irresponsibility leads to the growth of sub par gene-
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rations, where potentially strong minds become corrupted into being just another breed of waste. e existence of a weak majority will never end. Fear is
passed along from generation to generation. When a fundamental mindset has
its base in fear, there is little chance of an impressionable core group to break
the path and move in a diﬀerent direction.
As for the planet, thanks to the situation it is in, the general state of
its aura has a steady decline along with the collective climate of Mankind. It's
spiraling and digging itself into the foul, the muck that grows but deeper by
the day. e rolling ball of human filth has been on the move for a long time,
and soon everyone will drown inside their modern personal bubble of collective idiocy and nothingness. As it suddenly washes over the masses, the reactions will be as if everyone is unprepared and unaware of the situation of what's
to come. e reason is disease in the form of devolution, the evolutionary error
where the so called modern Man has crossed itself with its primordial ancestor
and technology. e reside is a technological cave along with the instincts of a
caveman. is existence in their conscious now combined with primal instincts
and impulses is summed up by the natural innate that has consumed the entire
modern Man, fear. Eventually this used up dead rock will solely be populated
by soul cursed beings, forever swimming in the cycles of Sekriil O'Suun.

Altruism – egoism
is part is added to distinguish what the word individual is, and what it is
not.
e concept of the individual is interesting. e accepted meaning
behind the word would be an entity that separates from a whole. Still, it's very
much open for discussion and interpretation, this is especially noticeable depending on the context in which the word is used. As a term it is very contemporary yet the word is used fleetingly, expressed by people who really aren't
individuals in the real sense and have no idea of its true meaning. In the common crowd one could almost discuss views on diﬀerent degrees of individualism, what a good individual really is, how the work of a great individual should
come about, what growth is for the individual, etc.
When people speak about the wonders of a grand collective, they also
speak about the great individuals who founded the bigger unity. is is to es-
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tablish some form of a glorified collective-individual that does everything for
the sake of someone else's benefit, and not its own. Others speak about the
”perfect individuals” who give to others while having no thoughts of receiving
anything in return. Altruism is the term for this form of a ”perfect individual”.
is so called ”perfect individual” would, within the conscious now,
intentionally give to a stranger for the purpose of gaining status in the eyes of
others. It would be labeled as an unselfish act by a kind person among the many
selfish. e more unselfish deeds and kind behaviors the person expresses, the
more the label of the unselfish is elevated for everyone, the more the person
gains a status of being honorable. e label would later benefit in favor for the
giver inside the collective space.
This is an example of how the human psyche works. e more you see
of the same recognizable something, the more you become reminded and exposed by this visual recognition, the more this something becomes a truth for
you. e easy logic in this is that, the things people do not see can't be a part of
the general perception forming the opinion about the person. A pattern of behavior that just keeps repeating, either positive or negative, is something that
becomes accepted, it is bought, it becomes fact. When a great number of people
express their thoughts about this something, the expression oen becomes magnified and altered, it tends to grow even further to strengthen the expression
beyond the initial something. Aer having achieved this status of acceptance,
the label could be described as being engraved or synonymous to the something,
an attempt of changing that current status becomes very diﬃcult. When the
person, for example, has gained positive status by prior deeds, it can exploit the
achieved status for more negative purposes in the future, more or less behind
the scenes. In the eyes of the many, the person is still respectable.
True altruism does not exist. Everything a person does by interacting
with others has a selfish agenda behind it. ere are of course degrees for the
levels of selfishness, but it's always present everywhere in some form. Mankind
is selfish. Its history is evidence of just that. e attempt of glorifying this history by claiming that there have been people that genuinely had the pure intention of doing good for others is merely justifying wishful thinking and
giving false credit to a hope for humans for its behavior. People adorn history
to feel better about their own life.
If the generally accepted tales about every religious person who has
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existed throughout history are to be considered fact, then the conclusion would
still be that they too were egoistic.
Quick conclusion: Communication within this social structure with
a stranger has a basic psychological core thought deriving from egoism. By
contacting and involving someone you have no prior relation to into a dialogue,
the idea has to be that there's something to be gained for the person through
the interaction.

An individual within the collective
Individual eﬀort within the collective is most oen related to a mindless task.
It's done in obedience as an act initiated from order, carried out according to
strict guidelines that are drawn by anyone but the acting individual. Since it
has no involvement to the actual plan it can't have any genuine connections to
what's being done. e only focus is placed upon the act itself, hence, the expression through the act lacks passion. It would only be taking action without
the use of its mind. Even if there was a process of thought involved in the order,
the carrying out does not add to individual gain but to some gain that's tied to
the tangible. is is why the eﬀect of an individual performance inside the collective can never be as powerful if compared to an act performed by a Selffulfilled, evolved individual.
e word individual when used in a collective space, within a collective context has no real strength, there's nothing true to it. e one in the expression ”one for all” who people speak of is most likely a cog in the collective
wheel. e only valid meaning comes by interpreting individual for the sole
use for the one person. e separated entity from the whole that forms its own
conclusions and acts accordingly without the influence of collective ideas. It's
the work that a single person puts in for the sake of its own success.

Fall predetermined
We all Fall, the question is how, and the answer is in everyone.
One could argue that many have had no choice in doing anything diﬀerent, that most lives have been spent in predetermination due to the fact that the
surroundings have had such a hold on the person, that the controlled environ-
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ment is to blame for a cause of inability in the person to aﬀect its own situation.
At the initial part of Fall, we are groomed to adapting to our physical
reality, to accepting our conscious now for what it is. is is because the concept of the individual self hasn't had the chance to grow. Yet at a point where
the introduction of individual thought comes, questions arise. When a person
has the feeling that something does not sit well in its life, the mind identifies a
problem. If the person reacts to the problem from an individual standpoint,
the action will be to take charge and change the situation. If the person does
not act on the identified problem, then the person is to blame.
e longer a person waits on reacting to individual signals, the weaker
the signals become and they also become harder to act upon, due to the recognized pattern that's been created in the past. e more the mind is made to accept its environment the more it becomes one with its environment.
By accepting and acting on the individual signals, the growth of an
individual mind has started. e more the person works on contemplation and
accomplishing a mind of Self, the more space it creates for the evolving of the
mind, the more questions will be generated, the more conclusions the mind
will surface for the Self.

Where we stand
We really don't know anything about our existence. We can't define life, explain
why we're born, the reason for aging or to give purpose to a life when death
awaits.
We believe to know things about the physical existence on this planet.
All the things we believe to know is mostly about objects and events relating
to the material, that we recognize and feel familiarity to, due to the time we
spend in the conscious existence of a tangible obviousness. Recognition about
our environment works as a form of comfort for the mind. e longer we expose ourselves to this material reality, the more our convictions about an existence will have a physical core when attempting to explain what reality really
is. We eventually become a part of the tangible obviousness with our every
sense, we are what we can see.
Pills, pain-killers, are used to numb our senses from an on going pain
that the brain has picked up. When the eﬀect from the pill sets in the pain se-
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Man in the conscious existence of a tangible obviousness
emingly goes away, when it actually is still active. e recognition about our
environment works in the same way. When questions about our existence are
tackled yet unanswered, the physical realm comes to numb the loaded question
with an answer that becomes accepted.
A question everyone should ask themselves is: Why are we clinging
on to this brief period of an existence so hard? ere is, aer all, no real value
in this existence since we're leaving it soon. Why are we so afraid to die? Only
a number of years ago you didn't exist inside this physical form; just a moment
ago you weren't here. What in this conscious now is so precious to preserve
when you're going to be around for just a blink of an eye in relation to the history of Man, the history of this planet, the history of the universe?
Why are you, as in YOU who's reading this at this very moment, seeing what you're seeing, bound to that specific body that you call yours?
What you need to accept is that you're never really in control of anything during Fall. You're moving along in this temporary state as eternity
moves you towards Fall's end.
As mentioned, you can control material objects. Placing importance
in this fact gives you the feeling of being in control. All it is is just another form
of comfort for the mind. It casts a shadow over the real important fact, that
you have nothing, you're a king of nothing and all you have during Fall is your
mind.
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